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INTRODUCTION

My name is Paul Walker, I’m a full time, professional pet 
photographer based in Ayrshire, Scotland.  

Don’t they say you should never work with children or ani-
mals?  Well, photographing pets has always been a passion 
of mine from a very young age, though at that early stage 
of my life my focus with the camera was more about the 
pets staying where I had positioned them rather than any 
camera knowledge.  

Paul Walker
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Course Curriculm
Week 1: An Introduction to Pet Photography 

In this first module, Paul will discuss 
different kinds of pet images from 
portraits of a more classic nature to 
images that could be labelled as more 
dynamic or quirky in appearance. The 
choice of locations, lighting and pet 
characteristics will be also be explored 
with a view to highlighting its importance 
in the final quality, quantity and style 
of images captured throughout any 
photography session.  He will also 

discuss the equipment you need to take pet portraits and highlight the 
strengths and limitations of various cameras.

Week 2: Image Style
In this second module Paul will explore an 
real life dog photography assignment includ-
ing the planning and preparations, and the 
actual images captured from the session.  A 
range of different styles of dog portraits will 
be captured and he will discuss the tech-
niques adopted and associated camera set-
tings for achieving a particular style of image.  
He will also highlight the key decisions and 
strategies he adopts to increase the chances 
of capturing more striking and memorable 
portraits.

Week 3: Theory and Planning
In this third module Paul will explore the 
challenging world of cat photography in and 
around the home. The necessary plans and 
preparations, and the images captured from 
the session will again be discussed.  A num-
ber of different kinds of cat portraits will be 
attempted throughout the session and he will 
discuss the techniques and camera settings 
necessary for achieving a particular style of 
image.  He will also highlight the key decisions 
and strategies adopted to increase the chanc-
es of capturing more striking and memorable 
portraits.

Week 4: Assessment and Editing
In this module, Paul will delve into my personal 
collection of pet imagery and discuss some of 
my favourite award winning images.  He will 
also highlight the challenges during the pic-
ture making process and techniques employed 
to overcome any difficulties.  So often pet 
portraiture can look all too familiar, however 
in this module Paul will also demonstrate the 
way that the home and our everyday neigh-
bourhoods present countless opportunities 
for taking extraordinary portraits.
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An Introduction to Pet Photography

Over the years, and after countless mistakes and learning from many valuable 
exercises in “not what to do”, this passion has enabled me to grow a thriving 
pet photography business and has allowed me to gain an increasing number 

of well respected commercial clients in the pet industry.  Furthermore my knowledge 
of animal behaviour, particularly in reference to dogs, cats and horses has grown 
significantly. That said, there are still times when pets amaze and surprise me 
especially when they do something contrary to the “expected” behaviour.  

Much of my experience as a pet photographer to date has predominantly dealt 
with dogs and cats and therefore for the purpose of these lessons, it is these 
animals that I will mostly be referring to.

My style of pet photography has always stayed away from the more 
conventional studio pet portrait that in, so many examples, offer little 
originality, with the pet simply placed on a white, black or cloudy canvas 
background. The same routine is often followed for each “pet” whilst the ever 
hopeful owners, worry in the background about whether their pet is actually 
going to “perform.”  

My preference has always been to record the memories of a pet’s quirky antics 
and characteristics that are part of everyday life for our four legged friends.  
For this approach, I have so often chosen to photograph pets in environments 
that they are broadly familiar with, whether it be their own home surroundings 
or a popular walking place such as a local park, beach or woodland.

In this week’s lesson, will aim to lay the foundations of pet photography from 
my own personal perspective and shooting philosophy.  (And I use the term 
shooting in the context of capturing photographic moments, rather than using 
any guns before anybody starts to write in!)  

We’ll discuss the everyday photography equipment and other useful items 
that are an integral part of my image capturing processing.  We’ll also explore 
a range of different types of pet portrait with the aspiration  that you’ll 
gain a better understanding of maximising the possibilities with your own 

cameras whether they be compact or SLR cameras.  The potential choice of 
environments available to any pet owner will also be discussed as so often the 
right or wrong choice and strategy for any shoot, can be likened to cycling 
uphill or downhill ! It’s all about making the process as easy as possible for 
ourselves.  People’s definition of “easy” will obviously vary, yet let’s just say we 
can make it more difficult than it needs to be in many situations!
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Unsurprisingly we also cannot avoid talking 
about “light”, the fundamental ingredient of all 
photographs.  Many people worry about their 
cameras and lighting equipment.  

This worry is often a mis-use of the 
imagination. Does pet photography on 
location warrant huge technical lighting 
rigs with reflectors and diffusers positioned 
strategically for that dynamic look?  

Perhaps in Hollywood with a  “pet model 
actor” that has starred in several film roles and 
has the obedience and patience and ability to 
be directed.   Hmmm, so how many pets have I 
encountered that fit into such a category? 

Well, not very many at all is the answer......  

http://www.my-photo-school.com
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Often we over complicate the process to successful image capture.  Many of 
the pets I encounter have varying levels of obedience from the self-ruling 
cat through to the dogs and cats that can be directed to some extent, albeit 

responding to movements, sounds, routines or that tasty pet treat!  

On occasions yes there has been that attentive Border Collie that awaits 
its next instruction and is only too pleased to be given commands, yet the 
reality is those kinds of pets in general are few are far between.  

Often the photographer is afforded the luxury of a few seconds or just 
a fleeting one hundredth of a second in which to capture the “perfect 
expression” or “pet pose”.  Many a pet would disappear in the the time we 
would ultimately wish to perhaps fine tune some of the many variables that 
are so incumbent with pet photography.

So what are the possible solutions to photographing pets where time is often 
in such demand.  Well, just like many other things in life, there is no single 
answer.  Having said that, often there is a basic recipe that if followed, can 
maximise your chances of capturing better pet photographs consistently.  
Once some of these basic fundamentals have been learned, you will find it is 
much easier to develop a particular “style” and become more creative with 
your own imagery.

So let’s first examine the ingredients, ten seemed like an appropriate number.

1. The camera and any other equipment
2. Lighting
3. The Pet
4. The Environment
5. The Handler/Owner
6. The Photographer
7. Ideas/strategies/direction
8. The Time Plan
9. The Finishing Process
10. The Learning Review

http://www.my-photo-school.com
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I receive many requests for information on the cameras I’m using, and the 
typical lenses that I have with me on any given assignment.  So let’s have a 
closer look in the bag and give you my thoughts on camera technology.  

First of all, although modern advances in digital cameras can significantly 
help in gaining an accurate exposure and sharp image where it is intended.

Far too much emphasis is placed on cameras by manufacturers and 
magazines who in part rely on advertising to tell you that there is is “must 
have” new feature or gadget that is going to transform your picture taking. 

This is simply not true.  Every year new models are released with ever more 
menu options and a manual that seems to grow ever more in complexity.  

For many years I have used Nikon cameras.  One of the main reasons I opted 
for this manufacturer initially was because the camera’s felt good to handle 
and the buttons to change settings such as camera aperture and shutter 
speed were easily accessible.  

It really was that simple.  I equally know of photographers both professional 
and amateur who swear by their Canon cameras. I won’t get bogged down at 
this point in camera settings except to say that for me personally as someone 
that  loves the use of “natural light”, a camera’s performance at higher ISO 
levels can definitely be advantageous.  I

n this regards, Nikon like many other cameras have made significant 
advances in recent years, which has in turn opened up many more picture 
taking possibilities than perhaps was once possible.

My typical lenses are a 24-70 mm lens and a 70-200 mm lens.  I probably use 
these lenses on 90 % of all the assignments that I’m engaged in.  

A 50mm fixed prime lens can also be very useful, especially say when 
photographing cats in an indoor environment where shallow depths of field 
are likely to help blur those unwanted distractions in the background.  

http://www.my-photo-school.com
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Wider lenses such as a 14-24mm lens or a fish eye lens can be used on rare 
occasions to give a much quirkier kind of “look” to an image especially with 
the effects of image distortion encountered at these wider lens settings.  

Such an effect is often witnessed on comedy pet calendars or greetings cards 
where the camera’s 
perspective and angle 
of capture has perhaps 
given the dog a big 
head with a little body 
and feet.

If you do not own 
an SLR and have a 
compact camera or 
“prosumer” camera 
don’t despair as in 
good light and the right 
environment it is still 
probably capable of 
capturing some strong 
portraits.  

Often the difficulty with compact cameras or mobile phone camera especially 
is in their capturing of action images or when being used at much lower light 
levels.  

Yes, there are exceptions to every rule and statement in photography and 
I’m sure it is possible to capture strong action images and use them in lower 
light, however in my experience, it is practically more difficult to achieve such 
images consistently with these kinds of cameras.

Other useful items to have inside the camera bag of a non-technical nature 
are to have a variety of noise and whistle makers.  Anything that can make a 
sound.  

Often the higher the pitch the better.  These can often be found inside 
christmas crackers, from joke shops or in children’s party bags.  Squeakers 
often found inside cuddly toys or bought separately off the internet also have 
their uses and if you are struggling your mobile phone is likely to have some 
sounds to arouse the curiosity of a pet.  

The objective with these items is to appeal to the pet’s hearing senses in the 
hope that you can either interest the pet or arouse a level of curiosity that will 
engage the pet in some way, whether in the direction of the camera or away 
from the camera depending on the look that you are opting for.

http://www.my-photo-school.com
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I’m often asked the question – what about food treats?  Surely these will really gain the 
pet’s attention. Often the answer is favourable with food treats and the pets will become 
mesmerised in the direction of the treat and suddenly lose their ability of selective 

hearing.  

In my experience though, pets can become too obsessive and with the expectation of 
further treats it can be very difficult to direct the photography as perhaps I would like.  
Also some dogs can really salivate before a treat is given and its another job to clean up 
the mess before the image is taken.  

So, again the advice is perhaps do not rule out the treats options yet try and capture the 
images without resorting to such methods initially. Furthermore if any treats are to be 
presented it should always be the owner’s own nibbles and not one of your own biscuits.  

If the dog had an allergic reaction or became ill as a consequence of eating your treat, you 
yourself may not be the flavour of the month in the eyes of the pet owner and at the very 
worst incur legal action!

http://www.my-photo-school.com
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How about toys?  Yes, I encourage owners to have a selection of toys with 
them hidden say in a ruck sack.  This could be a ball, frisbee or one of the 
every growing new dog toys that is new to the market.  Similar to the pet 
treats though, the “possession obsession” phenomena can be true.  

My advice is to use such objects in the latter half of any given time.  
Otherwise the pet may become fixated with the toy and the toy’s appearance 
and their colour may start to dominate too many of the images.

What about lights, surely I need lots of flash units and big umbrellas? 
In the studio environment, it is inevitable that you’ll encounter 
artificial lights, soft boxes and umbrellas yet as stated initially my 

preferred style is to travel light and capture the essence of the pets and their 
characters rather than working in the studio.  

This is not a criticism of studio pet photography, there one or two 
photographers that I know who excel in this field and show tremendous 
creativity yet often this kind of equipment isn’t available to every budget.  
Secondly, some pets, particularly “rescue” pets will not be comfortable in 
studio lit environments.  

Any animal behaviourist would be able to tell the signs of stress in an animal 
from both the body language and in the eyes.  The pet owner would also 
be able to tell that the pose and look was also not a “relaxed and reflective” 
image of their own pet.

My preference is always to use natural light.  However, if the light levels 
are so low that further light is needed, it may be appropriate to use some 
supplementary lighting.  This could be a continuous light source, perhaps 
a tungsten light in the home (portable or fixed) or a video light or as a last 
resort, a flash unit.  

A continuous light source has more control as its effect can be seen 
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immediately on any chosen subject and it would be my next weapon of 
choice to provide the necessary illumination for any subject.  

However it must be conceded that there may be occasions when any 
given continuous light source is not powerful enough and the use of flash 
may prove essential.  Some animals can remove themselves from a scene 
extremely fast, 
especially cats when 
a flash gun fires and it 
is therefore advisable 
to proceed down this 
route with caution.

If we are 
photographing our 
own pet or one of 

the family’s pets we 
really would expect 
to know a great deal 
already about the 
pet’s temperament, its 
obedience level, its age, 
its physical appearance 
and any quirky traits or 
behavioural elements.  

You may know which 
member of the family 
the pet responds best 
to, and which members 
of the family the pet 
generally misbehaves 
for!  Its likely you will 
know the key words 
that the pets knows and 
those favourite words 
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the pets loves to hear spoken.  

Difficult with a tortoise perhaps to understand this concept yet dogs and cats 
can be very responsive to spoken words or familiar sounds within their own 
environment.  

The age and health of the pet will be known, its daily 
routine, and places it is familiar with, whether around the 
home or in the local park.  If you’ve had the pet since a 
puppy or kitten you’ll no doubt know a great deal of its 
history.  

However, if the pet is a rescue kind and has come to you 
later in its life you may well be still solving clues as to 
its history and not know all of the reasons perhaps why 
it doesn’t like a specific other breed of dog or behaves 
oddly in a set of given conditions.  

The moral of this story is that if you are photographing 
a pet that you are not especially familiar with, whether 
it be a friend’s pet or some other pet, it really is in your 
best interests to find out as much as possible about 
the routine, behaviour and health aspects of your given 
subject.  

The advantages of knowing this information will give you 
many clues as to how to best direct the photography 
session and steer you clear hopefully of some avoidable 
pitfalls.  

For example, it may not be the wisest of ideas to plan for 
a long route on location with an older dog that really now 
is only capable of short walks or to take a dark dog to a 
really dark environment where its camouflage skills will be 
tested.  

If the pet that you have arranged to photograph is a breed of dog or cat that 
you are not really familiar with, don’t worry, there are many online references 
and specialist encyclopedias that may give you a head start. 

Aside from any photographic considerations, the safety and the welfare of the 
pet must be at the top of your priority list.

The Environment- consider the options.

http://www.my-photo-school.com
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The choice of where the photography is to take place may either be known 
already, say in the example of a house cat or be open for discussion.  

Whatever the choice, the important consideration is to maximise the 
potential of any fixed environment or where there is the luxury of choice, 
to match an environment that will be best option for the dog taking into 
account the habitat, any dangers or distractions, the anticipated lighting and 
colour, terrain and texture variation.  

A Dachshund dog in longer grass may still present a picture or two yet be 
extremely limited due to its partial visibility in such a setting.  If the dog’s 
legs are not visible in the longer grass, it may look as though the dog has no 
legs?!

Open space area environments such as as parkland and beaches may be 
ideal environments to learn the craft of photography and really allow you to 
practice with your focussing skills at action photography.  

Dogs so often confined to the house or the house perimeter love the 
freedom and open space to run and interact with a ball or other family 
member.  

http://www.my-photo-school.com
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Unfortunately, unless the grounds are private and you have access and 
permission, it is more than likely that the area will be populated by other dog 
walkers.  This can again be a help or a hindrance depending on how you look 
at the situation.  

If with lots of effort and determination the owner has gained some level of 
control to direct the dog for say a portrait of a more classical nature and 
another dog appears on the horizon at that vital moment when you are 
about to press the shutter, there may be too much of a temptation for the 
dog to “take chase”.  

Alternatively the fidgety dog may pause for a moment like a stalker in the 
grass and choose to adopt a pose and stare that really reflects the character 
of the animal.  In my experience though, I find that often the momentum of 
the session can be lost with distractions here and distractions there.  

If I were a movie director, I need to come to the set and direct, have ideas, 
implement those ideas and gain as much out of the time available as possible 
to make the best set of pictures.  Imagine if a large proportion of the time 
allocated was used up by unwanted interference.  I have reiterated on more 
than one occasion that planning is so often advantageous.  

For example what time is the area selected the least populated, when is the 
light at its optimum in the summer months?  When are the low and high tide 
times at any given beach?  

It may feel like there are 
so many choices and no 
fixed rules but that is half 
the fun with photography, 
the photographer has 
the freedom to make 
those choice, solve the 
riddles and learn from all 
experiences.  What may 
be right for one shoot 
may just not be applicable 
for the next.

My approach within 
any environment 
is to maximise the 
available picture taking 
opportunities by moving 
around, looking at the 
scene from different 
angles and observing 
the light, lines, colour, 
textures, patterns, 
symmetry etc. etc.  The 
same principle applies in 
the home environment or 
any area or space where 
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the options may be more limited.  

For example, the closing and opening of curtains, doors, switching lights on/
off or moving furniture strategically can in some cases dramatically change 
an image’s potential and with experience you begin to become better at 
manipulating the light and environment.

Away from the home or studio the picturing taking possibilities are 
endless, whether you are in woodland, the countryside, or a built-up urban 
environment.  We shall certainly be exploring some of these different aspects 
of the environment in greater detail over the following weeks.

5. The Handler/Owner

Unless the pet to be photographed is your own cat or dog, it’s not advisable to 
be alone with the animal during your photography.  The owner or handler is a 
great source of potential knowledge on the pet and can so often provide clues 

as to what may happen next and further clues on the animal’s behaviour.  

Secondly, pets can often be more comfortable with their owner in eye sight 
rather than be wondering who this stranger is with a camera continually 
pointing and clicking in their direction.  

The flip side is that the owner can potentially interject on the photographic 
proceedings by calling the animal or attempting themselves to gain the 
attention of the pet.  They are trying to be helpful yet often the resulting 
action goes “against the grain” of what you are trying to achieve.  

In that regards, my approach is to brief the owner in advance of the picture 
taking so that the owners are helpful and know fully what you are trying to 
achieve.  

Their shadows should also not be falling on the dog and where an image has 
to be taken with the dog on a leash, its imperative that the leash is held at an 
angle that minimises any post production leash removal, i.e. it should not be 
pulled too tight or be cutting across the body of the dog at the angle to the 
camera.
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6. The Photographer

So what do you bring to the session.  Even with all of the planning, homework 
and logistics in place the scene still needs to be captured.  A great knowledge 
of a particular breed of dog or cat both in terms of its physiology and 

expected behaviour may prove to be valuable.  

However when a dog or cat is observed within any given scene in 3 
dimensions, the light, the overall compositional elements, colours and shapes 
and final crop will all contribute to a feeling of success or “could I have done 
better”.  

As an art, photography is something that we need to keep practising and 
refining, just like a professional footballer continually trains.  Its not only 
our technical ability with the camera but our speed of timing, anticipation, 
movement and strategies.  

This is why pet photography is often regarded as one of the more 
challenging areas of photography.  There are some people too who tend 
to over complicate the process and may be brilliant at the technical side of 
photography yet cannot put that theory into practice or “see” a picture.  
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My advice is to understand your own equipment, its strengths and limitations.  
Once you are competent with your own camera, it will becomes second 
nature and you can concentrate more on your own creativity and ideas rather 
than be worrying about the settings.  

We shall certainly be focusing more on this section on the following weeks.

7. Ideas/Strategies/Direction

This is an important question to ask 
yourself.  Are you approaching the 
session without any ideas, going 

to follow the pet around and hope that 
something magically happens that will result 
in a great image?  That approach is not 
advisable.  

I would equate it to a movie director 
recording their cast without a script 
and filming in unfavourable light or a 
conductor of an orchestra allowing the 
musicians to do their own thing.  My 
personal approach is to continually build 
up an “ideas bank”.  

This can be from magazines, other 
photographers websites, the television, 
films.  Your observations may or may not 
feature pets yet it will certainly help you 
think of your image making potential 
when you are in front of that four legged 
creature.

8. The Time Plan

Consider how you may use the time available to your best advantage.  If 
you are in a home for example, which rooms do you have available to 
use?  Are you going to use them all or be selective.  
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I often think its unwise to use the 
best potential room initially as both 
you, the handler and the pet are 
just “warming up” and there usually 
needs to be a period of time at the 
onset to get to know each other 
and accept the presence of each 
other.  

In my experience, trying to do 
things too quickly can be counter 
productive and leave you on the 
back foot.  However, if there is 
beautiful natural light illuminating 
one of the rooms, a consideration 
may be in deciding how long that 
light is likely to be present for.  

Also, animals (just like children) 
can become bored with your party 
tricks if repeated too often so you 
may wish to employ a number 
of different strategies over the 
allocated time and use mini rest 
breaks for playful interactions.

9. The Finishing Process

Assuming you have a set of images from the session, you’ve safely 
transferred them to one of your storage devices and have backed 
them up safely, what are you going to do next with them?  Are you 

going to edit all of the images or be quite selective.  

My approach is to be quite selective.  Often with a series of running pictures 
the position of the dogs ears, tail, front and back legs will look more dynamic 

in one frame than in another and I’d choose to edit my favourite image from 
that particular series.  

Is the image going to be processed in black and white, colour or with some 
kind of “retro feel” or “vintage look”.  No two photographers are the same 
in deciding what is right for a set of images and I often feel that it is like 
cooking with different chefs opting to finish and present a meal in a manner 
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in is personal to their own style.  

These lessons are not dedicated to Adobe Photoshop or any other editing 
suite yet it is worth taking some time to observe tutorials on this subject.  I 
do however see many images that look “over processed” and I believe that 
these images will date very quickly in future years.

10. The Learning Review

Digital files these days have a tremendous amount of data attached to 
them and such information can be a great learning resource in the 
early days.  For example, If an action image is not sharp, is it because 

the shutter speed is too low to freeze the motion?  

If the eyes are in focus yet the nose is out of focus, and you had wished for 
both to be in focus, is your depth of field limited.  Many of the clues to this 
journey of self-improvement in the early days will be tagged in the EXIF data 
of your image files.  What do you like about your images, what could have 
been improved?  What would you do the next time if you were given a similar 
set of circumstances?  This learning review really is important in the journey 
to becoming a better photographer whether it be pets, architecture or macro 
photography.

So in summary, I’m a firm believer that pet portraiture is much more than just 
taking your camera out of the box, finding a pet and snapping hundreds of 
images.  There are several considerations that need to be made to maximise 
your chances of success and ensure safety and welfare of all concerned.  
These foundations have been fundamental for me as a professional 
photographer and I meet many aspiring amateurs that have become unstuck 
or disappointed as a consequence of cutting corners and just wanting to 
head straight out with their cameras.  
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